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Cambridge Arts and STEM creativity hub hosts its first annual community festival

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (Feb. 1, 2023) – This February vacation, The Foundry building will host its first annual eight day community festival from Saturday, February 18 to Saturday, February 25 at 101 Rogers St., Cambridge.

This weeklong event offers free and pay-what-you-can public Arts and STEM programming with a goal of providing the Cambridge and Greater Boston communities an interactive opportunity to spend the school break connecting with artists and makers in the area.

To honor the undeniable power of community voice that made The Foundry what it is today, the festival's theme is storytelling. Attendees will be encouraged to embrace the power of dialogue and share their stories to build bridges and community.

Activities will include movement classes, children's storytime in multiple languages, an intergenerational storytelling project, vendor fair, and much more.

Each day of programming will feature A Story Beyond, a narrative puppetry performance by local Cambridge theatre ensemble, Liars & Believers.

About The Foundry:
The Foundry addresses the problems of financial and spatial inequities affecting artists and other makers by providing access to specialized space and equipment for hands-on creation. Offering maker spaces, multi-purpose rooms, a dance studio, art studio, performance space, and
demonstration kitchen, The Foundry brings STEM and the Arts under one roof for the Cambridge community with its spaces available for reservation and public programming.

For more information, contact Olivia Fone at ofone@cambridgefoundry.org.

Visit The Foundry's website and Instagram to learn more about the festival, see the program lineup, and purchase tickets to the live performance.
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